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Perhaps we can conceptually define the arrow of time in the following manner.

Definition of Consciousness

Consciousness might be looked at as having a medium upon which to operate. The very fact that it has 
memory (its present representation of the past), the ability to think (which is done in the now) and even,
in sentients, the ability to extrapolate and predict (which serves as a predictor of the future in the 
present) shows that consciousness, as a black box construct or a “machine”, might be equally acted 
upon by time as the very physics it seeks to understand.

This relationship, juxtaposition (?) of the subject with the object might be sufficient to explain the 
arrow of time.

Time as Bi-Directional

There is much ado about how the maths of spacial dimensions are different from the dimension of time 
in that time has a direction (as in there is no such distinction between the concepts of right and left as 
exist with past and future). That you can proceed 100 meters to your left in deep space leaves you at 
very much a similar location as going 100 meters to your right.

But is this entirely true. Mathematics indicates that time is bidirectional in that the human mind can 
conceive traveling backward in time (which is accomplished easily by remembering things in a reverse 
order....tracing back the causality of a sequence of events). In other words, you can say, traveling 
backwards in your mind even things like “Let us define several of the constants involved as their 
negative” and rework the equations of motion such that you can prove to yourself that physicists are 
right in their claim that there is no true directionality to time

Continuing with Consciousness

Since the closed system of observer with observed, subject and object is cooperative, we do have to at 
some point analyze the system together. I blame much of the concentration on object (ie. experiment, 
test subject or animal) and wholly leaving the observing consciousness (ie. the scientist) out of the 
analysis to be a byproduct of 20th century ego-centeredness. It implies that the scientist is absolute 
(maybe a figment of his own ego) and not part of the very system evolving over time.

Humility might be the key, that you are not much different from the test subject. This is more of a 
philosophical argument.

Kludge: Consciousness has an Arrow of Time because its Contained by the very Context of the 
Observed

Since physics equations can be run backward and forward in time (with some manipulation) perhaps 
the “arrow of time” is because the medium (space-time, wave functions) of the consciousness 
observing a particular phenomenon is constrained by causality as well.



That all physics equations ARE inherently bidirectional, but because the very equations that determine 
the flow of ions in the observer's brain are also bidirectional, it makes no distinction (the consciousness
riding on the underlying hardware). That as the causality flows thru the experiment, the causality flows 
through the experimenter's brain.

Its possible that past nows are as real as future ones, perhaps as real as now. But as consciousness 
evolves through time as well, it is equally as constrained. A one-to-one relationship between its 
thoughts of the object and the object itself.

Which leads to the arrow of time (that even a child instinctually knows to be true) that consciousness IS
that which travels forward through time. A hypothesis.


